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1 Introduction 

The Berlin Group NextGenPSD2 XS2A Framework was published for market consultation on 

2 October 2017. Version 1.0 of the Framework was published on 8 February 2018. 

This document lists frequently asked questions since the start of the market consultation. 

2 FAQ General 

Question Answer 

As a bank we have very specific needs in our 

markets. Is NextGenPSD2 leaving us sufficient 

room to accommodate our own specific needs or 

is it only offering a ‘one-size-fits all’ solution (with 

the risk that it fits no one)? 

For core payment products in the European 

market, NextGenPSD2 is defining the payment 

initiation process and the way how messages are 

steered for all banks in the same way, e.g. via pre-

defined API endpoints and common JSON 

structures. However, banks may in addition offer 

more extensive JSON structures that they would 

like to use in order to accommodate payment 

products they are supporting within their country, 

region, community or within their own online 

banking system. So NextGenPSD2 is able to 

support different business practices and offers 

multiple degrees of freedom to accommodate non-

standard payments and formats, still based on the 

same unified dictionary. More information can be 

found in the Framework Implementation 

Guidelines. 

Is the API specification supported by a (self-)test 

/ (self-)certification process? 

This will be discussed as part of implementation 

support. This could also be complemented by 

NextGenPSD2 defined minimum certification 

requirements in order to assure a solid and reliable 

level of interoperability and secure message 

exchange. 

We are operating as a bank. If we participate to 

the standardisation work are we then bound to 

NextGenPSD2 implementation? 

Although you are obviously very welcome to start 

implementing the NextGenPSD2 Framework, 

NextGenPSD2 has no formal means and mandate 

to foster implementation of the standards. 

NextGenPSD2 has been established as a pure 

technical standardisation body, focusing on 

detailed technical and organisational requirements 

to achieve interoperability and harmonisation in the 

inter-banking domain. As such, NextGenPSD2 is 

not engaged in the implementation of standards by 
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Question Answer 

the market. Therefore, participation to 

NextGenPSD2 does not imply a commitment to 

implement. Decisions on the implementation of the 

standards delivered by NextGenPSD2 are left to 

individual market participants and implementation 

support will be organised separately. Support for 

implementation experience and feedback will be 

linked into the standardisation work to support 

implementers with questions and migration 

planning, to identify and manage interoperability or 

technical implementation issues relating to the 

specification standards and to keep the standards 

in line with the requirements of real practical 

implementations. As such it is expected that 

implementers will provide an important driver for 

changes and to the further evolution of the 

standards and related change management 

process. 

Are you supporting mutual authentication 

between TPP and ASPSP? 

Yes. At the transport layer TPP and ASPSP are 

always identified/authenticated by means of the 

client and server authentication which is part of the 

TLS-connection setup between the TPP and the 

ASPSP. For this identification the TPP needs (as 

mandated by the EBA RTS) a qualified certificate 

for website authentication according to eIDAS, also 

compliant with the additional requirements defined 

by the EBA RTS. NextGenPSD2 and EBA RTS do 

not set any requirements on the certificate type of 

the ASPSP. If requested by the ASPSP, the TPP 

can also be identified at the Application Layer level 

by signing all messages sent to the ASPSP. The 

electronic seal (i.e. the electronic signature) and 

the certificate of the TPP have to be sent to the 

ASPSP as part of the message. The TPP needs a 

qualified certificate for electronic seals according to 

eIDAS, also compliant with the additional 

requirements defined by the EBA RTS. 

Does the API allow for a combination of AIS and 

PIS services? 

Yes. A combination of the services in the PSU/TPP 

interface is anyhow possible. Further on, 

transactions belonging to different services can be 

mixed already in the TPP/ASPSP API within a 

single 'session' if an ASPSP supports this. This 
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Question Answer 

means that a TPP can, for example, request 

information about accounts of a PSU before 

initiating a payment on behalf of the PSU without 

authenticating the PSU more than once. Note that 

also in this case, a separate SCA might be required 

by the ASPSP due to PSD2 compliance. This will 

also be reflected in the future SCA behavior of the 

Online Banking systems.. The roles of the TPP 

have to be included in the qualified certificate of the 

TPP. Whether the ASPSP supports combination of 

services or not will be stated in his documentation. 

The ASPSP might require the TPP to use an AIS 

registration confirmation when accessing the 

interface for account information during a payment 

initiation request. 

Has Berlin Group NextGenPSD2 considered 

both retail and corporate customers accounts for 

this specification or its only covering retail 

accounts. 

If retail only, what is the roadmap for the 

corporate bank or customers. 

Berlin Group NextGenPSD2 considers both retail 

and corporate customers accounts. For complex 

corporate payments, specific SEPA pain message 

endpoints are supported. 

Optimisations for additional requirements from the 

corporate side like a 4-eyes principle on payment 

authorisation within the interface in Embedded 

SCA is not yet covered, but will be covered in a new 

specification version after summer 2018. Changes 

or extensions to the specification might already be 

announced earlier in a change request log. 

Is NextGenPSD2 also taking into consideration 

the other specifications published across the EU 

area like Open Banking UK and French and 

Polish specifications? Also what is the scope of 

NextGenPSD2, will it be applicable across 

Europe? 

A convergence process with other PSD2 XS2A 

standardisation initiatives has been started and the 

results will be reflected in shortterm releases. 

Can you provide a clarification on the specific 

TPP roles, for instance which are the possible 

values included? 

PSD2 certificate profiles are developed within 

ETSI. The already published ETSI draft is covering 

the definitions of TPP roles, such that this can be 

recovered from the eIDAS certificate. 

It seems that the authorisation processes of 

TPPs by competent authorities is done on a role 

basis. If this understanding is correct, will there 

PSD2 certificate profiles are developed within 

ETSI. The already published ETSI draft is covering 

the definitions of TPP roles and authorisation 
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be an authorisation number by entity and by role, 

how does this impact the handling of entities with 

multiple roles? Also on certificates? 

reference as provided by the national competent 

authorities, such that this can be recovered from 

the eIDAS certificate by ASPSPs. 

 

 

3 FAQ Operational Rules 

Question Answer 

Use case: Establish account information 

consent. Does it mean that an ASPSP can freely 

establish any validity period and frequency or are 

there any restrictions or recommendations? 

ASPSPs need to publish what they will support, but 

at minimum the EBA RTS requirements must be 

supported. NextGenPSD2 offers the TPP to 

request the maximum validity period by using the 

artificial date “9999-12-31”. 

Related to all use cases: Is the TPP allowed to 

collect and store information about PSU 

transactions and account information? Are there 

any restrictions? 

This cannot be defined by the NextGenPSD2 

standard. The obligations for TPPs are defined in 

PSD2, EBA RTS and other applicable regulations 

like e.g. GDPR. 

Should the TPP which is already registered in 

one EU country register also in ASPSP home 

country (if different) to get authorisation for 

particular role and digital certificate? 

This is regulated by passporting requirements of 

EBA and cannot be defined by the NextGenPSD2 

standard. 

Is it possible (how) for PSU to select the 

authentication method if several are offered by 

his ASPSP? 

Yes, cp. Implementation Guidelines for the 

authentication method selection process. 

What is the specification and mechanism to 

check TPP digital certificates by ASPSP? 

PSD2 certificate profiles are developed within 

ETSI. The already published ETSI draft is covering 

the definitions of TPP attributes, such that this can 

be recovered from the eIDAS certificate by an 

ASPSP for cross-checking to comply with TPP 

identification as required by PSD2 and EBA RTS. 

There are no specific requirements defined by 

NextGenPSD2. 

How can the consent be terminated by a PSU? A PSU should ask the corresponding TPP to delete 

a previously provided consent, which is then to be 

forwarded by the TPP to the PSU’s ASPSP through 

the NextGenPSD2 API. In addition an ASPSP 
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might offer a consent delete process in their online 

banking. This is not part of the NextGenPSD2 API. 

Are there any guidelines planned for XS2A 

testing framework? 

This topic will be further discussed in the Berlin 

Group NextGenPSD2 taskforce. 

The document describes that ‘The XS2A 

interface specified by the Joint Initiative will work 

without these registries’. Does it mean that the 

TPP on-boarding and validation process will be 

out of NextGenPSD2 or will it be considered at a 

later stage? 

NextGenPSD2 does not mandate the use of a 

registry. Specifically, an onboarding process is not 

required for the interface as such, since it is up to 

the ASPSP to decide whether an onboarding 

process might be imposed on the TPP in addition. 

Registry usage would be part of the backend 

compliance processes of the ASPSP. 

Section ‘Minimum Requirement for the Actors’: Is 

‘Fund confirmation service’ 

applicable/mandatory for ASPSPs which are not 

servicing the card based products? 

NextGenPSD2 defines that all payment accounts 

must be opened for such a process, independently 

of the products issued by the ASPSP on this 

account.  

The document states that ‘A TPP may decide to 

use the support of a technical service provider(s) 

to access the XS2A interface of an ASPSP. 

However, it is still the TPP that has to be 

identified by the ASPSP, not the technical service 

provider(s).’ 

Should the technical service provider also be 

registered as TPP to provide required services? 

The formal legal relationship is between the TPP 

and the ASPSP. If the service provider is just 

servicing the interface, liability is to the TPP as the 

e-IDAS certificate owner and there is no reference 

in NextGenPSD2 to the technical service provider. 

 

If the customer has more than one account, do 

we have to capture the given account details in 

the customer consent or can we still allow the 

customer to choose the account from the list of 

eligible accounts when they are reviewing the 

consent presented by the ASPSP? 

Up to now, NextGenPSD2 requires the TPP to 

capture the given account details, either from the 

PSU or by using the optional offer of the ASPSP to 

cover the full consent management. In the latter 

case the TPP can retrieve consent details from the 

NextGenPSD2 API afterwards. 

If the ASPSP only supports one Redirection 

Model, would it be sufficient and not considered 

as discrimination? 

NextGenPSD2 cannot give a validation of an 

implementation to be PSD2 compliant or not. The 

ASPSP is responsible for the PSD2 compliance of 

the implementation. 

NextGenPSD2 offers the TPP the possibility of 

defining a preference for the use/non-use of a 

redirect SCA model. Within regulatory 
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Question Answer 

requirements and restrictions, the ASPSP will take 

this into account. 

For consecutive transactions, e.g. a TPP as 

AISP/PISP is requesting balance information and 

following with a payment request, can we support 

one step of PSU authentication to avoid 

unnecessary steps of authentication? 

During PISP interaction, in a case where a 

corporate customer would like to process a 

series of payments via a TPP, is it possible for 

the customer to authenticate only once and 

provide the separate consent authorisation as 

part of the same session without additional 

customer authentication? 

NextGenPSD2 supports a combination of AIS and 

PIS transactions, either by using the corresponding 

OAuth2 token or the consent token of the 

NextGenPSD2 API. This is one possible solution to 

avoid e.g. repetitive password entries. 

In version 1.0, NextGenPSD2 supports 

multiple/bulk payments as an option for the ASPSP 

to support it. These payments require only one 

SCA but only when applied at the end of the 

payment data submission process. 

What will be “total amount of the batch” in case 

of multiple currencies used in a multiple payment 

(i.e. should it be converted to one currency?) 

The multiple/bulk payments is supported under the 

condition that the payment data is provided in only 

one single currency, so multiple currencies require 

multiple payment data or batches. 

The default validity time of an ASPSP generated 

resource is 30 minutes. Is the 30 minutes 

reference identified to accommodate the request 

and response of payment processing? 

It is addressing the suggested availability of a 

payment initiation to give back a transaction status. 

As an ASPSP, do we have to support a JSON 

based payment structure for a single transaction 

in SCT EU Core ?       

If we support pain.001 SEPA payments also for 

single transactions, do we have to offer the 

JSON-format in order to be compliant?                                

If we implement other payment products, do we 

also have to offer always a JSON encoding for 

single transactions?                                              

For retail business, there is no mandate  to support 

the JSON payment structures for SEPA or other 

payment products. However, feedback from the 

TPP side during market consultation has learned 

that the JSON formats are highly recommended for 

the retail payments since the operational risks are 

considered as highly reduced. 

There is no discussion on other products regarding 

JSON. 

NextGenPSD2 leaves it to the ASPSP to decide 

how the account data are encoded, either as 

camt.05x, JSON or MT94x. Do you agree with 

the assumption that it is not required to offer 

There is no mandate to support the JSON account 

statements. However, feedback from the TPP side 

during market consultation has learned that the 

JSON formats are highly recommended for the 
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JSON encoding for account information in order 

to be compliant with the specification. 

retail payments since the operational risks are 

considered as highly reduced. 

Is the electronic seal of a TPP in all the messages 

additional or instead of dynamic linking of 

payment transactions as described in RTS? 

The electronic seal is in addition. The electronic 

seal is a seal by the TPP for TPP authentication on 

the application layer, the dynamic linking is a 

function of the SCA method by the PSU. This could 

be a digital signature by the PSU if offered by the 

ASPSP. 

NextGenPSD2 states that the PSU can be a 

natural or legal person.  

Who is giving consent in case of the PSU being 

a legal person (e.g. company)? Is it an authorised 

representative of the company doing so for all the 

company's bank accounts? Who is initiating a 

payment from a company's account? The 

company or an authorised representative? 

The NextGenPSD2 data model allows to separate 

corporate IDs and PSU IDs where in the corporate 

case the PSU is one or more natural person(s) who 

are authorised by the corporate to initiate payments 

or retrieve data. 

Whether this authorisation extends to cooperation 

with TPPs is a regulatory issue to be decided by 

the ASPSP. 

A transaction is defined “as the set of all 

messages that must be exchanged […] to 

execute one of the following business 

transactions”. This definition means in short: 

Transaction = Business Transaction. In this 

context, we would assume that a transaction is 

just a stateless REST call. 

In a stateless context, the introduction of a 

session would mean that the XS2A interface 

implementation would require some kind of 

session ID as part of the request messages to 

keep track of the current session.  

As the term session is no longer mentioned in the 

remainder of the document we were wondering 

what the impact is of the defined session concept 

on the implementation of the XS2A interface? 

The session concept is a feature to easily combine 

PIS and AIS services. The "session-id" is either 

implemented as consent-id or as OAuth2 token, 

depending on the ASPSP implementation. 

The ASPSP will publish in its API documentation 

whether this concept is supported. 

It is not fully clear to us when the “Payment 

Status Request” is sent by the TPP. How does 

the TPP know, when SCA is done?  

Version 1.0 of NextGenPSD2 only offers the TPP 

to poll the transaction status. In a future version it 

is planned to offer a corresponding push service by 

the ASPSP. 
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Is this realised by means of polling (by TPP) or 

using a notification sent by ASPSP to the TPP? 

You refer to potential new SCA methods 

supported in the future. Do you have a specific 

calendar in mind?  

Do you foresee already how such modes will be 

implemented?  

A “multiple SCA” or “distributed SCA” approach, 

where several PSU have to give consent e.g. to a 

payment initiation, will be defined within the 

NextGenPSD2 API in the upcoming release end of 

summer 2018. 

A “delegated SCA” approach, where SCA is 

delegated to the TPP, is planned to be covered by 

a 2019 version of the specification as value added 

service. 

Exemptions to SCA are an important feature of 

the RTS allowing improved customer 

experience. Does NextGenPSD2 plan to specify 

APIs supporting the management of these 

exemptions? For example trusted 

beneficiary/white-lists (Add/update/delete a 

trusted beneficiary on white-list, get list of trusted 

beneficiaries...) 

No. The exemption handling configuration is 

considered by NextGenPSD2 as a function 

handled directly between the ASPSP and the PSU. 

Such functions might be standardised in later 

versions as value added services. 

The document mentions that the ASPSP decides 

which of the approaches to SCA are supported 

by its NextGenPSD2 interface implementation. 

However, the redirect mode is not well adapted 

to a TPP offering a mobile application user 

experience as it implies the redirection to a web 

page. Does NextGenPSD2 plan to make the 

support of all the modes mandatory?  

No. The very basic decision on the SCA approach 

implementation is up to each ASPSP. The TPP is 

in addition given the possibility to submit a 

preference on the chosen SCA approach.. 

The embedded SCA approach flows indicate that 

a password will be required and verified by the 

ASPSP. Is this password mandatory? Will the 

APIs support the use of a PIN or biometrics 

verified locally on the user device? 

A password is not mandatory but might be required 

by the ASPSP with the dedicated hyperlink. A PIN 

is also seen as a password. 

For the time being, biometrics are only supported 

in a decoupled approach, not in the embedded 

approach. 

Does implementing the NextGenPSD2 standard  

automatically give the guarantee, to the ASPSP, 

that his dedicated interface is PSD2 compliant, at 

least for the minimum set of APIs to be 

The NextGenPSD2 API does not give any 

guarantee on PSD2 compliance. The implementing 
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implemented by a dedicated XS2A interface? In 

other words, is there a gap between the current 

version of the BG API specifications and the 

version which would ensure full compliancy with 

PSD2 minimum XS2A requirements? For 

example, isn’t the management of recurring 

payments a must in the implementation of a 

PSD2 compliant XS2A interface? 

ASPSP will be responsible to achieve PSD2 

compliance with his national competent authority. 

The dialogue between the regulators and the 

identified standardisation initiatives on compliance 

criteria has been started. There might be an impact 

on the NextGenPSD2 API. If so then this might 

already been included in a new release of the 

standard end of summer 2018. 

Recurring payments have been taken into account 

by version 1.0 of the NextGenPSD2 API by offering 

the definition of a standing order on recurring 

payments as an optional function of ASPSPs. 

NextGenPSD2 encourages consent to be 

revoked by TPPs. Will ASPSPs agree on this 

functionality? 

Berlin group encourage Payment Service User 

(PSU) to carry out authentication operation and 

consent management operation through the TPP 

interface. Will ASPSPs agree to this since the 

RTS SCA has given ASPSPs the authority to 

manage PSU authentication? 

It is reasonable that the TPP can revoke their own 

access rights when they think it is necessary. 

The consent for a specific TPP will most likely be 

tied to that TPPs business model. When 

configuring a consent on a web page, the TPP only 

needs to show the options that make sense to that 

TPP. Example: a TPP that only cares about 

balances does not need to show the PSU consent 

options about transaction history. 

There is no particular recommendation regarding 

the necessity to redact data in the returned 

account information (e.g. in remittance 

information, creditor IBAN). Is it because you see 

no clash with GDPR in the current version of the 

standard? Or is it because it is up to each country 

to figure out what is allowed or not? 

The quoted data are included in NextGenPSD2 as 

optional fields and it is left to the implementing 

ASPSP to ensure compliance with applicable 

regulations, like e.g. GDPR. 

It would be useful to explain in more detail how, 

through the decoupled approach, the ASPSP 

remains responsible (and liable for) 

authenticating the customer. In the relevant 

sequence diagram the PISP appears to intercept 

the exchange of any credential between the PSU 

and the ASPSP. Could you clarify how the 

ASPSP can prevent a malicious TPP from using 

Within the decoupled approach a non-SCA 

authentication of the PSU can be performed 

through the NextGenPSD2 API. In the case of a 

decoupled approach, the SCA is always performed 

directly between ASPSP and PSU via a dedicated 

authentication app on the PSU device. Please note 

that in this case the SCA credentials are not 

processed through the TPP channel. 
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these credentials to impersonate the customer, 

without the customer consent? 

In the decoupled SCA approach, how will the 

PISP be informed, when to continue with the 

“request the payment status”? 

Version 1.0 of the NextGenPSD2 Framework does 

not yet support an explicit finalisation information 

by the ASPSP towards the TPP. The TPP either 

has to poll the status or is asking the PSU. 

NextGenPSD2 plans to develop in a future version 

a push service to inform the TPP about the SCA 

process finalisation.  

Were corporate specific requirements 

considered? For example possible differences in 

consents. Sample use case: 

"I have 1 soft token on my mobile device for 

corporate mobile banking and I am authorized 

person to access accounts of Company A, and 

Company B. Both companies have mobile 

banking service.  

Thus, the first step should be to choose which 

company I want to access, and the second, to get 

list of reachable accounts for the Company A." 

Version 1.0 of NextGenPSD2 covers some 

corporate banking specific requirements like e.g. a 

corporate ID header for categorised access rights. 

This will be further detailed in a future version of the 

standard. 

It is planned to cover all mandated corporate 

banking specific requirements in a new version of 

the standard until the end of summer 2018. 

Can an ASPSP mandate registration of a TPP on 

its development portal in order to receive 

client_id/API-key or can a TPP use his certificate 

directly without registration? 

The final EBA RTS does not allow an ASPSP to 

impose registration processes towards a TPP. 

However, the NextGenPSD2 API defines the 

prescriptive value of the client_id to be used in 

OAuth protocols. In the next release of the 

standard, this client_id definition will be 

harmonised with the upcoming ETSI definition of a 

TPP reference that is to be used in the eIDAS 

certificate. 
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4 FAQ Implementation Guidelines 

Question Answers 

How does NextGenPSD2 comply with GDPR? 

Can transaction data of 3rd parties be sent to 

TPP? E.g. payment receiver. 

The account statement definition contains many 

optional fields. GDPR compliance needs to be 

checked within implementation by the ASPSP. 

Is it viable to use MT94x formats along with more 

modern JSON and XML? 

It is recommended to use JSON/XML formats.  The 

MT94x statements might be needed by some 

legacy systems on ASPSP side. It is up to the 

ASPSP to decide on the implementation formats.  

Would NextGenPSD2 also take into 

consideration any industry changes for SEPA 

payments like SEPA rule book changes in future 

which may impact the information to be received 

from the customers or TPP? 

The SEPA Credit Transfer endpoints will support 

the current EPC requirements and will be adapted 

where needed. Technical provisions like multiple 

XML Schema support must be guaranteed by the 

ASPSP. 

About the data elements in the payment request: 

There is no reference to the unique ID to be used 

by TPP and ASPSP as mentioned in the SCA 

RTS, what is the reference NextGenPSD2 is 

using to identify the transaction uniquely? 

The TPP-Transaction-ID within the http header is 

the unique ID of the transaction processing 

between TPP and ASPSP required by the EBA-

RTS. 

If a TPP is only registered with one member state 

what can be used to validate if the TPP can 

perform business outside of its Member state 

across Europe? Is it OK to assume that the 

passporting is allowed even if the member state 

information captured here is not the same 

member state the TPP requests the information 

from? 

This is a question on the PSD2 compliance of the 

implemented solution in the ASPSP backend. 

There is no guidance on this issue by the Berlin 

Group. 

What version of pain.001, camt.056 is supported 

by current XS2A specification, or can it be agreed 

mutually between TPP and ASPSP? 

The pain.001-sepa-credit-transfer endpoint is 

supporting the EPC XML schemes and definitions. 

Versions of the supported EPC XML schemes will 

be documented by the ASPSP. The ASPSP is free 

to accept also payment formats and definitions as 

defined in its community. The Implementation 

Guidelines will list supported community definitions 

in an Annex. 
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What is the definition of account type as part of 

debtorAccount (incl. type), is it referring to 

account identification like IBAN or account 

number? 

It is referring to different possible account 

identifiers (IBAN, BBAN but also aliases like 

MSISDN). 

The ASPSP will choose the account type for the 

implementation of its /accounts endpoint. 

Section 10 Core Payment Structures - As part of 

data element list, why ultimate creditor, 

structured remittance information and Purpose 

code are marked as not applicable instead of 

being optional? 

The core SCT JSON format will be supported by all 

implementations of the /payments/sepa-credit-

transfers endpoints. Since many ASPSPs do not 

support e.g. the purpose code or a structured 

remittance information and do not support this data 

in its SCA methods, these data will not be part of 

the core JSON format to be supported by 

everyone. An ASPSP is free to publish an 

extension of this format which is then accepted on 

the mentioned endpoint of this specific ASPSP. 

Is it mandatory for an ASPSP to support all the 

transaction statuses specified in the Transaction 

Status section? 

No, this depends on the product type and the 

booking methods of the ASPSP. Specifically the 

status "SettlementInProcess" will only be 

applicable for ASPSPs booking online. More 

information might be given in a best practice 

documentation later. 

In a scenario where a TPP decides to use the 

support of a technical service provider(s) to 

access the XS2A interface of an ASPSP. What 

data on message level can be used to identify the 

details of this technical provider? 

By definition of PSD2, the TPP as such is identified 

by its certificate. If the TPP outsources the API 

servicing to a service provider, this outsourcing will 

not be reflected in the XS2A API, but is a bilateral 

(internal) relationship between TPP and service 

provider with all rights and obligations defined 

bilaterally. 

Does the session concept imply a "logon 

procedure" or cookie settings? 

No, the session concept is describing a chaining 

concept of transactions to reduce mandated 

customer authentications.  

Is there an upfront consent mechanism for 

initiating contactless payments at POS? 

No, the Berlin Group specification will not offer 

specific support for this, since it is not seen as 

mandated by PSD2. 
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Is there a standard process defined between 

PSU and ASPSP to register PIISPs for the funds 

confirmation request for the PSU account? 

There is no standardised process known to 

NextGenPSD2. 

ASPSPs will ensure compliance to regulatory 

requirements on this service. 

Is there a consent mechanism for the registration 

of a confirmation of funds request? 

No, such a mechanism is not seen as mandated by 

PSD2. The ASPSP shall offer a PSU consent 

process for this service in the online banking or as 

paper based.  

A consent mechanism within the XS2A API might 

be supported as a value added service in future. 

If the consent will expire, a new consent is 

required. Would it be an option to extend the 

existing consent (under the same consent ID) 

with a new update function ?   

An update process is seen as too complex. The 

authorization of a new recurring consent will delete 

the old recurring consent automatically. 

The consent request specifies the list of accounts 

that have been consented to an information 

request. 

This may cause complications to consent if the 

list of accounts owned by the PSU changes. E.g., 

an account closes, or ownership of an account 

moves to another PSU. 

What is the expected behaviour in this scenario? 

Will the: 

 Entire consent be invalidated; or 

 Will the consent be modified to address 

changes? 

The consent is not invalidating, but it might be the 

case, that the consent check is negative when 

applying to a given account number. 

A recurring consent needs to be changed by the 

TPP in case of changes in the access conditions. 

Is managing consent only implemented via the 

/consents endpoint at the TPP? 

Complementary to this, does the Berlin Group 

see an alternative approach whereby PSUs can 

manage consent via the ASPSP's banking 

interface (e.g. via a dashboard). 

The alternative is offered in Version 1.0 of the 

specification as an option of the ASPSP. However, 

technically also this process starts with posting a 

corresponding request to the /consent API. 
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When specifying the frequency_per_day - we 

have found it difficult to define what is a "single" 

request for our APIs. 

This is because the OBIE standard has several 

API endpoints for AISP services and pagination. 

A single request in the sense of the Berlin Group 

API is one type of account information services 

(e.g. transactions or balances) on one account. 

This could consist of several messages, e.g. in the 

case of paging. 

The frequency will then allow the frequency of 

single requests for all consented services and on 

all consented accounts. 

Limiting the number of times the /v1/accounts/ 

can be accessed means that there is no way for 

this information to be updated. E.g., if the name 

or account type changes 

This access is not limited. 

We like the inclusion of fields to specify the 

creditorAccount and debtorAccount in the 

transactions payload. 

However: 

• Does the Berlin Group consider if there are 

there any GDPR issues with disclosing this 

information? 

• These fields are not in the ISO 20022 XML 

camt.05x messages - so this is an example 

where there is inconsistency in the response 

depending on the type of response 

These fields are defined as optional fields. The 

ASPSP needs to decide which fields will be 

transmitted to TPPs, to be compliant with PSD2 

and with GDPR. There are ASPSPs who disclose 

this information in online banking frontends, others 

not. 

Unclear how PAN will be tokenised, or the use 

case for including the PAN number? 

For simplicity reasons, PANs can be used in 

Version 1.0 of NextGenPSD2 in maskedPAN data 

elements. 

It is unclear how would an ASPSP indicate that a 

request should be signed. 

Further - there may be a requirement for TPPs to 

have signed responses from an ASPSP. 

This will be part of the ASPSP documentation or a 

registry.  

Requirements of TPPs to have signed responses 

are not seen as mandatory to be supported under 

PSD2. 

What is the mechanism for the ASPSP to obtain 

the TPP's certificate to verify the signature? 

The certificate needs to be transported in the http 

header TPP-Signature-Certificate. 
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What are the expected error messages if the 

signature is not valid? 

Error Codes for signature related errors are 

transported in the TPP message data element 

together with a http response code 401. Typical 

error codes are CERTIFICATE_INVALID, 

CERTIFICATE_EXPIRED, 

CERTIFICATE_BLOCKED, 

CERTIFICATE_REVOKED, 

CERTIFICATE_MISSING, 

SIGNATURE_INVALID, SIGNATURE_MISSING 

How does OAUTH2 take care of the whole 

consent process? 

The consent process as such is independent of 

OAuth2. OAuth2 can be used as integrated SCA 

method to deal with the authentication of the 

customer. This token can then be used later in data 

access routines e.g. in the /accounts API.  

In addition OAuth2 might be used in other than the 

authorization flow e.g. for identifying the PSU. This 

is not defined by the NextGenPSD2 Version 1.0 

and shall be documented by ASPSPs using this 

approach. 

Regarding AcceptedSettlementComplete 

 Is the AcceptedSettlementComplete status 

code only intended for instant payments? 

 Is it expected that this is also confirming the 

delivery in the creditor’s account? 

The ISO 20022 definition of 

AcceptedSettlementComplete is "Settlement on 

the debtor's account has been completed” and 

only talks about the settlement on the debtor's 

account. 

Clarification is sought relating to if the approach 

is consistent with intended usage in ISO20022? 

In case an instant payment was initiated this 

transaction status is communicating the finality of 

the instant payment. 

For other payments this will be clarified in a next 

version  of the NextGenPSD API specification. 

IG, Paragraph 5.1, page 19 and 20, the flows 

describe a “TAN” SCA mechanism. But, this TAN 

mechanism is not described anywhere else in the 

document. Could you describe the TAN 

The TAN will be uniformly described as OTP in the 

next version. This OTP can handle the dynamic 

linking, this depends on the implementation by the 

ASPSP. 
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mechanism? Is it a cryptogram automatically 

calculated? Does it handle the dynamic linking? 

In the example in section 4.1.2 the JSON 

response contains an error code. Where are 

these error codes defined? Wouldn’t it make 

sense to include the definition of error codes as 

part of this standard? 

How do the error codes relate to HTTP status 

codes? In the example in section 4.1.2 it would 

be helpful if the HTTP status code were 

mentioned. 

These error codes will be defined in the final 

version of the specification. HTTP status codes 

might be added in the examples. 

With respect to section 11.15: Can we assume 

that the PAN is never transmitted in clear text, but 

only masked? 

Yes. 

According to section 5.3.1 and 5.3.2 there are 4 

payment products (endpoints) supported per 

default for a payment initiation request. 

Why has there no separate payment product 

(endpoint) been introduced for an internal 

account transfer? (i.e. a PSU wants to transfer a 

certain amount from their account #1 to their 

account #2 (within the same financial institution)).  

Why: Internal account transfers are in most 

cased processed differently in a payment 

operations platform – e.g. compared to SEPA 

credit transfers. 

• The result of an internal account transfer 

should immediately be visible/ transparent at 

both accounts – the sender and the recipient 

account. 

• Typically, payments resulting from an 

internal account transfer cannot be returned. 

Internal bank transfers are under review and might 

be part of a future release of the standard. 

Page 16, 99 The 301 code is not used between ASPSP and 

TPP, The redirect as such is started by the TPP 

towards the PSU. 
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Par 5.1 or 11.21: Not clear what the HTTP codes 

are for SCA Redirect 201 or 30x? 

Section 5.2 

Does the electronic signature apply to only the 

fields in the body? Or should the fields in the 

header also be included in the calculation of the 

signature? 

The drafted standard is signing the header only, 

where a hash over the body is a dedicated http 

header field 

Section 6 

The text states that consent is given on the type, 

the multiplicity and the duration. Does this mean 

that it is possible to give consent only once, for 

retrieving all transactions? 

Yes. 

For payments structures NextGenPSD2 is using 

a.o. “ultimate creditor”, “ultimate debitor” and 

“purpose code”. We do not fully understand the 

extent of these concepts and would ask for 

clarification. For example, why does it say “not 

applicable” or “not available” for all three. Do the 

ultimate creditor and debitor refer to the names 

of the account holders? And what does the 

purpose code refer to? 

These examples show that there may be more 

questions and potential issues once the details 

are fully understood. Ultimately, there needs to 

be a testing facility to assess the effects on the 

current practice. 

Ultimate fields are referring to sending or receiving 

parties behind debtor or creditor. A purpose code 

is used to define a specific nature of payments (for 

instance a salary payment). These data elements 

are not necessarily supported in all online banking 

systems and could lead to payment rejections 

when used. 

NextGenPsSD2 Implementation Guidelines is 

defining a core JSON scheme for e.g. SEPA 

payments. This core scheme guarantees the 

technical acceptance of submitted payment data 

following this JSON scheme. ASPSPs will specify 

in their own documentation extensions of accepted 

payment data fields. 

 


